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I. SOURCES OF DATA
The first calculations of the population of the Ivory Coast
go back ta 1917, and up ta 1956 they are based on the administrative
censuses (1917, 1936, 1946, 1950, 1955, 1956).
The censuses were in
fact phased over time, the adminü;trative aut:l0rities
carl'ying
out
a census of a certain num ber of villages each year, and population
figures therefore being periodic ally brought up ta date.
Apart from
the fact that these censuses generally lack precision on fundamental
individual characteristics (age, sex,
marital status ... ) their degree
of underestim ation is considere d significant:
15% for the period 19171936 ,
22% for the period 1946-1956 [5], 25% for 1956 C2J .
From 1955 onw ards,
manifesting itself in a series
rural are as:

a serious effort was made in collection,
of censuses and surveys in urban and

- censuses of Abidjan (1955), Agboville (1956),
and
Dim bokro (1957), Bouaké (1958);
-

Man,

Dales,

Abengourou,

surveys of Bongouanou (1955-56), the first agricultural sectar (circles
of
Aboisso,
Agboville,
Grand
Bassam,
Lagunes
except
Abidjan)
(1957-58),
the eighth agricultural sectar (circles of Korhogo and
Odienne) (1958), the rest of the Ivory Coast (circles of Abengourou,
Bondoukou, Bouaflé, Bouaké, Daloa, Dim bokro, Gagnoa, Grand Lahou,
Katiola, Man, Sassandra, Séguéla, Tabou, Abidjan district) (1958).
Unfortunately, the various operations were carried out in an uncoordinated manner.

During the years 1962-1963, the Ministry of Health carried
out a count of the population village by village as part of a mass c ampaign for the eradication of sm allpox [ 3J .
During the same period, the Ministry of Finance, Economie
Affairs and Plan launched a series of studies designed ta provide base
data for the regionalisation of economic development, each of these
studies incorporating a demographic sam pIe sur vey
Bouakka region
(1962-1963), Korhogo region (1962-1963), Man region (1962-1963), SouthEast region (1963-64), Dalos region (1963-1964), Odienné region (19631964), Dabou region (1965) and the Abidjan suburban zone (1963-1966).
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Using the findings of these surveys as well as of several
urban censuses carried out after 1960 (Abengourou 1962, Grand Bassam
and Korhogo 1963, Toumodi and Bougouanou 1964, Anyam a and Dabout
1966, Bingerville 1967) the Ministry of the Plan arrived at an estim ate
of the population of the Ivory Coast in 1965, not only numerically but
alsQ by sex and age groups as well as providing the first reliable
data on movements
4J .

r

Finally, in 1975, the first general census of the population
was carried out by the Statistical Board (Ministry of Econom y and
Finance), resulting in population figures which the previous corn pilations did not give a hint of.

Table 43
IVORY COAST -

EVOLUTION OF THE POPULATION

FROM

DIFFERENT SOURCES

:--------------r----------------r----------------r--------------I l L
YEAR
1
TOTA

i

1
1

IVORIAN
POPULATION

1
1

NON-IVORIAN
POPULATION

--------------t----------------t----------------t--------------1917 (1)

:

1 532 000

:

1

1936 (1)

1

1 931 000

1

1

1946 (1)

:

2 118 000

:

1

1956 (1)

1

2 661 000

1

1

1965 (2)

1

4 000 000

1

3 300 000

1975 (3)

1

6 709 600

1

5 230 580

______________1
Sources:

700 000

1

1 479 020

1

_

J

(1)

[ 2

(2)

[4)

(3)

1

1

Census listings

II. CRITICAL STUDY OF SOURCES
Em phasis
will be placed on those sources which are
widely used at present or in the process of being made a vailable :
-

the synthesis of Regional Studies 1962-1964

-

the General Population Census of 1975
the

multiround

demographic

survey in the

most

process of being corn pleted

the appraisal will be relatively
For the
latter exercise,
limited by the force of circumstance in so far as full res ults are not
yet a v aila ble.
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1) Reference POEulation
De jure and de facto

population

Given the im portance of migration in the Ivory Coast, and
the variety both in size, frequency and classification of these movements, the total population of a region or the country can vary considerably depending on whether the de jure or the de facto population
is concerned.
In the application and analysis of recent exercises,
it is essentially the de jure population whieh is involved, but its
definition varies from one survey to another.
For exam ple, according to Louis Roussel, in the regional surveys of 1962-1965,
the residence criterion applied in principle for
foreign la bourers was a stay of at least five years in the Ivory Coast.
Obviously the foreign population is thus greatly minimised.
At the General Census of Population in 1975
had stayed at the place of census for six months or
ered to be a resident.
Meanwhile as far as the
graphie survey is concerned the
qualification is
months or the intention of staying for an equal or
the loc a lity .

every person who
more was considmulti-round demoresidence of six
greater period in

The problem of foreigners
The num ber of foreigners resident in the Ivory Coast according to the various surveys and censuses is a function partly of
the criteria adopted for the definition of the "residence status", and
partly the interpretation of the definition of foreigners itself.
When a continuous stay of five years in the Ivory Coast is
applied as the criterion of residence - as was the case in the regional
surveys
of 1962 -1965
there is considerable underestim ation of
the num ber of foreigners in corn parison with the criterion of six months
applied during later collection exercises.
As many foreigners are
em ployed as agricultural labourers, their length of stay in a given
place is effectively linked to the farming calendar.
But even more delicate is the definition of "foreigners" whieh
itself depends on the method of determining Ivory Coast nationality.
In theory, any person whose father or mother is of Ivory Coast hationality themselves possess natio n a lity .
In practiee it is not usually
possible to verify the nationality of people surveyed, as the possession
of national identity cards is not widely established, especially in
rural areas.
In general,
personal declarations by surveyed population have to be trusted and there is the near-certainty that numerous
"foreigners" belonging to ethnie groups corn mon to the Ivory Coast and
neighbouring states, distinguished neither by dialect or way of life,
declare themselves as Ivory Coast nationals.
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We are therefore
dealing with transfers
which sweU the
declared Ivory Co ast population.
However it must be note d that these
transfers are not haphazard:
the age pyramid of the declared Ivory
Coast population at the census of 1975 is in fact very regular, in particular as regards the sex ratio, while the age pyram id for the foreign
population displays
aU the characteristics of a migrant population
(high male ratio, spectacular peaks for the active age group,
etc ... ).
These transfers are therefore in fact foreigners to sorne extent settled
in the Ivory Coast, living with aU their family.
The
transfers
sim ply
change
the
ratio
of Ivory
Coast
nationals to foreigners without affecting the global population figure.
Nevertheless it appears that the total population is underestim ated to the extent that many foreigners avoid censuses or surveys
whether through fear (the foreigners leave the camp on the arrivaI of
the survey interviewers), or because they are in an iUegal situation
(in the case of foreigners who have established farming camps in classified forests) or bec ause they are away from their home w hen the survey passes the locality (in thè case of Europeans) and are not taken
into account.
It is to be regretted that the control survey which foUowed
the 1975 census took place in very unfavourable circumstances and
could not be utilise d, thus rendering impossible the measurement of
this underestim ation.
The com parison of figures 0 btained from different rounds of the demographic survey will probably allow sorne
adjustments to be made.
2)

Field

The geographical coverage of the various collection exercises
has been described in the first chapter.
The delineation of urban
zones has followed the progress of urbanisation in time but is not
always based on clearly defined criteria, making corn parisons rather
difficult.
Just prior to the 1975 cetlsus, a list of localities comprising the "urban sector" was defined based in part on the size of
tow ns and in part on the estim ated percentage of the active nonagricultural population.
The same list was used for the multiround
demographic survey.
The fact that the same definiation of "urban sector" was
However it must be noted that
retained allows useful comparisons.
the official boundaries of a certain num ber of loc alities which have
recently attained full com mune status have been changed and therefore
that for the pur poses of analysis the figures must be corrected correspondingly.
A detailed analysis of the locality file in the process of
being corn puterise d (including not only demographic data but also on
equipment and infrastructure)
will pro bably allow different criteria
of urbanisation to be tested and the elaboration of a more precise classification of the urban environment.
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Factors likely to influence quality of collection

In rural areas, the
ve.ys after the supervisor has
of the interviewers.
RefusaIs
come.
However it appears
a certain num ber of foreigners

population is usually not reticent at sursuitably prepared them for the arrivaI
are rare and usually end up being overthat, as has already been pointed out,
avoid the survey.

In urban areas,
by contrast, the difficulties are greater
because the population often views the visit of the interviewer as a
waste of time, even an infringement of privacy, and the rhythm of city
life does not allow lengthy explanations of the aims of the survey.
For this reason, it is essential to distribute hand-outs before the survey explaining its objectives and specifying a date.
It should also
be noted that the city dwellers are more sensitive than the villagers
towards the attitude of the interviewer, the time of the visit, and in
certain cases to the nature of the explanations capable of being offered.
Difficulties of surveying
These
the m briefly :

are

naturally

very

n umerous

and it will s uffice to list

Seaso~

: in the rainy season many areas are difficult to
reach
and
there is a great tem ptation of the interviewer to avoid certain hamlets or cam ps ;
!:!~bitat

in the towns it is extremely difficult to count the population of certain districts where the yards are overcrow ded (figures
of 100 per compound are not rare) or in shanty town areas;
Villa~_ org~nis atio~
throughout the forest are as , and to a lesser
extent in the savannah, the cultivators move incessantly between
their village residence and the farming enc am pment which can obviously lead to omissions and double-counting;

Dialect
sixtY dialects are spoken in the Ivory Coast and it is not
always
possible to interview each inhabitant in his or her ow n
language, while migratory movement produces intermingling so that
villages w here only one dialect is spoken are rare.
Resorting to
interpreters, often essential, very probably detracts from the quality
of the inform ation obtained.

The classroom training of interviewers, intensive as it is,
cannot replace actual job experience and it is in fact only after a
month in the field that interviewers can really be evaluated and the
quality of collection considered truly satisfactory, assuming that super-
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v J.sion has been very thorough.
It is therefore not so much the the oretical training of interviewers which poses a problem as practical
experience and supervision.
However the lack of finance generally
makes it im possible ta keep interviewers between two s urveys and hence
ta constitute a body of experienced interviewers.
It also often precludes a lengthy practical training course.
Furthermore the shortage
of interviewers does not allow strict quality control for large scale
operations.

These are in various

degress and include :

-

rapid obsolescence of the sampling frames
w here migratary movements are significant;

-

the difficulty of establishing a viable sam pling plan for all aspects
of surveys with multiple objectives (e. g. the regional survey of 19621965) or a satisfactary one as far as migratary movements are concerne d;

available,

even

faster

the often doubtful extent ta which sam pling units are res pecte d b Y
the survey interviewers in the absence of very strict supervision;
-

the ignorance of the population who find it hard ta understand why
one part of the village is surveyed and not another and above all
why the whole family in the traditional sense is not surveyed.

III.

1)

CONCLUSIONS
Proposed evolution of the pO,Eulation size from 1920 ta 1975

Table 44
IVORY COAST -

PROPOSED EVOLUTION OF THE POPULATION SIZE
FROM 1920 Ta 1975

1--------------------------------------------------------------YEAR

1

L

l1

POPULATION!
---------1

1920

1 825 000

1930

2 075 000

1940

1 350 000

1945

2 525 000

1950

2 775 000

1955

3 050 000

1960

3 865 000

1965

4 500 000

1970

5 500 000

1975

6 702 000

L---------------------------------------------------------------1
Source:

(1]
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These estim ates
have
made
bY. the
Ministry of Planning
(Board for Development Studies).
The population figure for 1965 has
been adjusted ta take inta account the underestim ation of foreign population.

The multi-round demographic survey will fill enormous gaps
in the knowledge of population movement.
The latest data available
effectively dates from the regional surveys of 1962-1965.
The im plementation of a project for the im provement of Civil
Registration would allow the evolution of birth-rate and mortality ta
be observed.
This would however not be sufficient for the annual
updating of the population figure given the im portance of migration
which accounts for nearly 30% of population growth.
However, given
the sensitivity of migratary movement ta the economic and political
situations in the countries of the region, it is extremely risky ta hypothesise on the evaluation of the rate of migration.
Counting at the
frontier of international rail travellers on the Abidjan-Ouagadougou
line would provide an excellent indication of movements between Upper
Volta and the Ivory Coast and the National Institute of Statistics and
Demography of Upper Volta has elaborated a project ta accom plish this.
But it will rem ain very difficult ta evaluate the trend of migratary
movements relating ta the other neighbouring countries.
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